Ejectives in Athabaskan languages have been investigated phonetically by Lindau (1984) and McDonough and Ladefoged (1993) , in Navajo, and by Hmgus (1994, 1996) in Babine-W]tsuwit'en. h the latter two investigations, three different es of production were found associated with gloti consonants, only one of which showed the classic ejective pattern with a silent period. Examination of samples of the Minto dideti of Tanana Atiabaskan recorded in 1961, 1973 and the WIY 1990s found similar variation in samples of this Naskan Athabaskan language. There appear to be no examples of ejectives without silent periods in the oldest sample (1961) . This suggests the hypothesis that the ejeetive without silent period, and the occurrence of creaky voice in expected ejeetives, is m innovation; however, variation in a 1973 recording shows that such variation is not a phenomenon only of the present decade. These findings are wnsistent with the variations discovered by Hargus (1994, 1996) .
LAR~GEAL CONTRASTS
In Tanana Athabaskan, as in other Athabaskan languages, there is a three-way laryngeal distinction in stem-initial obstruents. The obstruents in question are given in (1) These obstruents maybe voiceless unaspirated (plain), aspirated or glottalized, but there is no distinctive voicing.
PWWOUS ACOUSTIC S~~S OF ATWAS~N E~CT~S
Ejectives in Athabaskan languages have been investigated phonetically by Lindau (1984) and McDonough and Ladefoged (1993), in Navajo (an Apachean Athabaskan language), and by Davis and Hargus (1 994, 1996) in BabineWitsuwit'en, a northern Athabaskan language spoken in British Columbia. Lindau and McDonough found classic ejectives with silent periods in Navajo. h the latter two investigations of Babine-Witsutit 'en, however, three different types of production were found associated with glottal consonants, otiy one of which showed the classic ejective pattern witi a silent period. Davis and Hargus have found examples of classic ejectives in this language, but dso ejectives which have no silent period but a period of creaky voice instead, and ejectives which are not distinguishable from voiced stops on the basis of expected acoustic correlates.
TANANA A~BASWN DATA For this study, a sample of 172 consonants from four speakers of the Minto dialect of Tanana Athabaskan, spoken in Maska, have been measured. The recordings were made by Michael Krauss (1961), JamesKari (1991) and John Ntter (1995). The 1973 recording is not attributed to anyone but the Minto speaker. Citation forms ody were included in this data set, to reduce variation due to differences in speech rate. Presence and duration of silent periods and presence and duration of creaky voice in ejectives using a Kay CSL 4300 system (laboratory supported by funds provided by the National Science Foundation, Due-935223 1.) 172 tokens of ejective consonants are examined, 15 are from the 1962 recording; 29 are from the 1973 recording; 94 are from the 1991 recording; and 33 are from the 1995 recortig.
The speaker recorded in 196 I is the oldest; the speaker recorded in 1973 is next oldest; the speaker recorded in 1995 is next oldest; and the speaker recorded in 1991 is the youngest.
A one-way analysis of variance of mean duration of silent periods in ejectives by speaker is significant at p <.001. Specifically, as shown by post-hoc tests, the 1961 (.01 second) and 1991 (.02 second) recordings pattern together as to the mean silent period, while the 1995 recording has a longer mean silent period (.04 second)
The 1973 recording dso forms separate homogeneous groups with the 1961 and 1991 recordings for silent period duration (mean .0125 seconds).
The table in (2) shows the incidence of three kinds of variation on the classic ejective: no silent period, but a period of creaky voice (very low FO); neither silent period nor creaky voice; and a short silent period with folloting creaky voice. The oldest recording shows no variations. The 1995 recording shows no incidence of creaky voice. However, both the 1973 and the 1991 recordings show considerable variation. The fidings with respect to these data suggest the possibdity that older speakers of Tanana may pronounce ejectives in a conservative fashion: with short but reliable silent periods and no instance of creaky voice. Younger spe~ers may have three innovative versions of ejectives as well as the conservative or classic ejective: one which disp!ays creaky voice in addition to a silent period, one which displays no silent period, but a period of creaky voice; and a third which shows no features which could distinguish the expected ejective from a plain obstruent. The presence of variation in ejective production in the 1973 sample, however, suggests that this innovation is not just a phenomenon of the present decade.
It also shows that the variation involving creaky voice is not limited to female speakers, since the 1973 recording is of a male speaker and the 1991 recording is of a femrde speaker.
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